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## GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations/Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3GPP</td>
<td>3rd Generation Partnership Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5GC</td>
<td>5G Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPIF</td>
<td>Common API Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI/CD</td>
<td>Continuous Integration / Continuous Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLI</td>
<td>Command Line Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial off-the-shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPE</td>
<td>Customer Premises Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELCM</td>
<td>Experiment Life-Cycle Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoF</td>
<td>Factories of the Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gNodeB / gNB</td>
<td>Next Generation (5G) Base Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAT</td>
<td>Hardware Attached on Top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIoT</td>
<td>Industrial Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>JavaScript Object Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWT</td>
<td>JSON Web Token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDAP</td>
<td>Lightweight Directory Access Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>Long Term Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE-A</td>
<td>Long Term Evolution Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE-M</td>
<td>Long Term Evolution for Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Mandatory Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANO</td>
<td>Management and Orchestration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-IoT</td>
<td>Narrow Band – Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEF</td>
<td>Network Exposure Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network App</td>
<td>Network Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFV</td>
<td>Network Function Virtualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA</td>
<td>Non StandAlone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSD</td>
<td>Network Service Descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAuth</td>
<td>Open Authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEM</td>
<td>Original Equipment Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONAP</td>
<td>Open Network Automation Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM</td>
<td>Open Source MANO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoP</td>
<td>Platform to Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Pull request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>Representational State Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>StandAlone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDK</td>
<td>Software Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service Level Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>Small Medium Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>Secure Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>Secure Sockets Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>Service Specific Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSL</td>
<td>Transport Layer Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE</td>
<td>User Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vAPP</td>
<td>Vertical Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDU</td>
<td>Virtual Display Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNF</td>
<td>Virtual Network Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VulnDB</td>
<td>Vulnerability Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiFi</td>
<td>Wireless Fidelity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The primary objective of EVOLVED-5G is to provide enhanced experimentation facilities on top of which third party experimenters (such as SMEs or any service provider and target vertical users) will have the opportunity to test their applications. EVOLVED-5G responds to the 5G PPP ICT-41-2020 5G innovations for verticals with third party services call. The EVOLVED-5G project works to make this vision a reality by promoting the development of a Network App ecosystem centered around an experimental 5G facility. This facility will offer the tools and procedures needed for the development, verification, validation, and certification of Network Apps as well as for their smooth operation on top of actual 5G network infrastructures and mechanisms for market release.

The main goal of the present deliverable is to outline the final release of those tools, initiatives, and methodologies that are implemented for the realization of the EVOLVED-5G Certification Process and Environment, with a focus on the architectural components' implementation, effectiveness, and security. These architectural components define the Network App Certification Process and the Marketplace, which are used to distribute the certified Network Apps.

This document presents the outcome of task “T3.4: Network App Certification Tools and Marketplace development” providing a final description of the selected tools for the design of the automated Certification Process, the Test engine for running certification tests, and the description of tests that are part of the Certification process.

The deliverable represents an upgrade on D3.2 “NetApp Certification Tools and Marketplace development” in the following sense:

- The CI/CD services supporting the implementation of the certification process has been revisited, including final versions of:
  - NEF, including token integration with CAPIF.
  - CAPIF, including new methods that are fundamental for certifying API usage during certification testing
  - TSN, for certifying the usage of deterministic communication in the Network Application
  - New tools, such as Helm for deployment automation
  - Removal tools as Terraform, no longer necessary as K8s environments are static there is no need for K8s clusters re-deployment.
- Openshift, as container execution platform, has been upgraded to version 4.10.
- A new Kubernetes cluster has been created for EVOLVED-5G project in COSMOTE premises as part of the Athens certification environment with the purpose of hosting various applications.
- The conceptualization of the certification pipeline definition is now complete, ready for implementation in WP5
- Marketplace:
  - The two-step design process for the Marketplace is finalised as well as the final high-level architecture.
All components that were envisioned or intermediately released and reported in D3.2, are now completed and finalised, achieving the full implementation of Marketplace. It is worth highlighting the full implementation of the blockchain integration module, the full integration of the marketplace with the open repository (antifactory) as well as the full integration of the marketplace with OpenShift, and marketplace-ready upgrade for network app versioning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope

The scope of this deliverable is to describe the final implementation and details for both the EVOLVED-5G Certification Environment and the Marketplace. The intention is to make the document accessible to a broad variety of research individuals and communities.

The target audiences are the same as identified in D3.2 “NetApp Certification Tools and Marketplace development” but it goes one step further as it expands potential communities by targeting Global Certification Authorities.

- **Project Consortium**: To validate that all objectives and proposed technological advancements have been analyzed and to ensure that, through the proposed implementations, further work can be derived. Furthermore, the deliverable sets a common understanding among the consortium with regards to:
  - The implementation details of the Certification Environment related to the Network Apps lifecycle in the context of the EVOLVED-5G project, including tools and technologies to be used.
  - The implementation details of the Marketplace, the final step of the Network Apps lifecycle in the context of the EVOLVED-5G project.

- **Industry 4.0/Industry 4.0 developers and Factories of the Future (FoF) vertical groups**: To set a common understanding of the technologies and the design principles that underline the Certification Process design and its implementation, along with the Marketplace release process.

- **Other vertical industries and groups**: To seek impact on other 5G-enabled vertical industries and groups in the long run. Indeed, all the architectural components of the facility are being designed to secure interoperability beyond vendor-specific implementation and across multiple domains. The same categorization can be applicable beyond the Industry 4.0 domain.

- **Global Certification authorities**: Independent certification authorities and partnerships (like the Global Certification Forum) aiming at creating certification programs to help ensure global interoperability in future networks.

- **The scientific audience, general public, and the funding EC Organization**: To document the work performed by the project and justify the effort reported for all relevant activities. The scientific audience can also get an insight of the design approach and underlying components behind the EVOLVED-5G Certification Process and Marketplace implementation.

1.2 Objectives

This deliverable is the final deliverable of WP3 and describes the outcome of task “T3.4 - Network App Certification Tools and Marketplace development”. It provides the final upgrade on D3.2 “NetApp Certification Tools and Marketplace development” and outlines the final implementation details of the EVOLVED-5G Certification Process and
Environment. This includes a focus on implementation efficiency, and security aspects of its architectural components that define Network App certification Process and the final release of the so-called certified Network Apps to the Marketplace.

This document gives a (i) final description of the selected tools for the design of the automated Certification process, (ii) the Test engine for running certification tests, and (iii) the description of tests that will be part of the Certification process. Commercial on the shelf tools, such as SonarQube, Trivy or Debricked have been selected to cover the Certification requirements listed in D2.1 [1], as well as additional implementations developed in EVOLVED-5G such as the Network Exposure Function (NEF) Emulator, Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) or Common API Framework (CAPIF) have been used to facilitate the Certification process.

Finally, a complete EVOLVED-5G Marketplace has been developed and deployed to enable certified Network Apps publication and release.

1.3 STRUCTURE

This deliverable is built upon D3.2 ““NetApp Certification Tools and Marketplace development” hence it follows the same chapter distribution:

- **Section 1. Introduction**: This section describes the Deliverable target audience, objectives and structure.
- **Section 2. Certification Environment**: This section describes the Certification Environment focusing on the CI/CD toolset with a collection of industry leading software tools for automation.
- **Section 3. Certification Tools**: This section describes the specific tools that have been developed by EVOLVED-5G project for Network App Certification, namely CAPIF Core Function, NEF Emulator and TSN Application Function, and commercial of the shelf tools selected to cover certification requirements, such as SonarQube, Trivy and Debricked.
- **Section 4. Certification Process**: This section provides an overview of the Certification process, including the multiple steps that are being implemented in the Certification Pipeline to automate the Certification Process.
- **Section 5. Marketplace**: This section describes the EVOLVED-5G Marketplace, developed specifically for this project. This platform is used to publish Network Apps upon the completion of the Certification process. It also contains the details of the Marketplace and Open Repository Integration (that was a separate section in D3.2).
2 Certification Environment

The tools selected for building the certification environment were initially described in D3.2 [2]. In this deliverable we provide an update on the selected tools and the final details on how the tools have been integrated into the EVOLVED-5G Certification Environment.

This environment facilitates the execution of the Certification Process and, also, the execution of most of the Steps that define this process, as described in section 4. The environment follows industry’s best practices for CI/CD methodologies, and the selected tools are widely regarded as leading references within open-source communities of the industry.

This section revisits CI/CD TID’s [3] solution and principles, it highlights the updates on main tools that articulate the CI/CD system, namely the Open Repository to store artifacts, Jenkins for Automation, Helm to deploy Containers, Robot Framework to build automated test and finally, it describes the Certification execution platforms where Network Applications will be deployed, and tests will be executed.

2.1 CI/CD Support for Certification Process

An initial description of the CI/CD method was added to D3.2, in section 2.1. From this initial overview, the following upgrades have been performed:

- The management of the infrastructure as code no longer involves the use of the Terraform tool. Indeed, as K8s environments are static there is no need for K8s clusters re-deployment.
- Helm tool has been added to automate the Network Application deployments, and auxiliary tools deployment such as NEF Emulator, CAPIF and TSN.

The final composition of the CI/CD environment is displayed in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: CI/CD Toolset used in EVOLVED-5G Certification Environment](image-url)
2.2 **OPEN REPOSITORY (GITHUB)**

EVOLVED-5G uses GitHub [4] as a control version tool, along with git well-known best practices. EVOLVED-5G repository shows the following numbers:

![GitHub Repository](image1)

*Figure 2: EVOLVED-5G Repository in GitHub*

The project has 33 repositories registered, mostly stemming from the Network Applications, but also from auxiliary tools such as NEF Emulator, CAPIF, TSN, Marketplace.

GitHub has also fostered collaboration between EVOLVED-5G partners, supporting 3 teams working in some of the tools of the project, as depicted in Figure 3.

![Collaborative Teams](image2)

*Figure 3: Teams working collaboratively in EVOLVED-5G GitHub repository*

2.2.1 **Image Management**

As described in Deliverable 3.2 (section 2.2), Docker is used to build the images of the Network Applications, and JFrog Artifactory [5] to store the images.

![JFrog Artifactory](image3)

*Figure 4: JFrog Artifactory screenshot*
Additionally, Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Container Registry [6] is an AWS managed container image registry service that enables images to be pushed and pulled (i.e Docker, OCI [7]) from anywhere as it is available in the Public Cloud.

Artifactory holds Network Applications’ images both for Validation and Certification purposes. It also stores the fingerprint json file generated during Certification process that is required to upload the Network Applications to the Marketplace, as explained in section 5.4.

2.3 AUTOMATION TOOL

EVOLVED-5G uses Jenkins (already introduced in D3.2, section 2.3) [8] as an open-source pipeline automation tool.
Indeed, Jenkins automates all the testing of the Certification Process. Some of these tests can run in parallel such as the Network Application quality assessment tests that rely on external tools, as shown in Figure 7.

Some of the steps of the Certification process are related to Certification Environment assessment and preparation, for instance, deploying CAPIF, NEF and TSN tools for the Network Application to interact with.

The steps defined for the Certification process are described in section 4.2.

2.4 INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT TOOL

Initially, Terraform tool was initially selected to manage Infrastructure as Code and create the Kubernetes infrastructure to deploy the Network Applications in those clusters. However, Kubernetes environments that were created for the Certification process and are described in section 2.6 do not require dynamic creation and destruction of Kubernetes cluster. Instead, stable Kubernetes clusters are used for this purpose.

Therefore, we have selected Helm [9] to deploy Network Applications in Kubernetes environments. Indeed, Helm is a popular open-source tool designed to simplify the deployment and management of applications within Kubernetes clusters. It provides a package manager-like approach for defining, installing, and upgrading applications as sets of pre-configured resources called "charts."

At its core, Helm consists of two major components: the Helm client and the Helm server, also known as Tiller (although Tiller has been deprecated in recent versions of Helm). The client-side component is a command-line interface that enables users to interact with Helm's functionality, while Tiller (or its equivalent) runs as a server-side component inside the Kubernetes cluster, facilitating the deployment and management of charts.

A chart, in Helm's terminology, is a collection of files that describe a specific application or service, including its Kubernetes manifests, dependencies, and configuration parameters. By leveraging charts, Helm enables the encapsulation and reusability of application definitions, making it easier to share and deploy complex applications with consistent configurations across different environments.
Using Helm, users can perform various operations, such as searching and installing charts from Helm repositories, customizing chart values during installation, and upgrading or rolling back deployments. Helm also provides a mechanism called "hooks" to execute pre-defined actions during specific lifecycle events of the deployed application, like running database migrations or initializing data.

Furthermore, Helm offers a templating engine that allows users to dynamically generate Kubernetes manifests by injecting values and variables into the chart templates. This feature enables configuration flexibility and promotes the separation of application logic from infrastructure concerns.

With Helm, managing the lifecycle of applications running on Kubernetes becomes more streamlined and less error prone. It promotes reusability, standardization, and versioning of deployments, which greatly simplifies the process of installing, upgrading, and maintaining complex containerized applications within Kubernetes clusters. This lifecycle management positions Helm as a perfect match for EVOLVED-5G as many of Helm features match the requirements needed for the realization of the Network Apps lifecycle. Moreover, Helm allows EVOLVED-5G Certification Pipeline to deploy the Network Applications as many times as needed in a deterministic way which is, by definition, how the Certification process was designed.

Helm chart files for Network Applications and auxiliary tools in EVOLVED-5G are located at https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/cicd/tree/main/cd/helm
2.5 **Robot Framework Testing Engine**

Robot Framework [10] is a generic open-source automation framework that has been described in detail in deliverable 3.2. Robot Framework has been used in EVOLVED-5G to automate some functional and performance tests for the auxiliary tools used in the certification process.

Every time Jenkins deploys CAPIF, NEF or TSN, automated tests are performed to verify that the deployment of tools has been completed successfully, and that the component is fully functional. These components will be used by Network Applications, and it is critical to certify that they are working properly. If an issue is detected during Certification process between the Network Application and one of these components, the latter will be related to the Network Application, as the components have been tested previously.

2.6 **Container Execution Platforms**

2.6.1 **OpenShift 4.1**

An initial description of OpenShift Kubernetes platform was provided in D3.2. EVOLVED-5G CI/CD toolset includes a Jenkins slave to interact with OpenShift infrastructure. Thus, Jenkins by using Helm charts can deploy, manage and destroy containers in OpenShift execution platform.

Following the master-slave Jenkins design pattern, the architecture of this scenario with OpenShift is the following:

Since the release of D3.2, OpenShift platform has been updated to newer versions in Telefónica infrastructure. By the time this deliverable is being submitted, the version used for EVOLVED-5G is 4.10 as shown in Figure 10.
This version of OpenShift includes new Kubernetes versions as displayed in the following picture.

Figure 10: Openshift version in CICD Environment

Figure 11: Kubernetes version in CICD Environment

Figure 12 displays the user interface that appears with all the information about the deployments in OpenShift 4.10.

Figure 12: Openshift dashboard for EVOLVED-5G
2.6.2 Malaga Platform Kubernetes

The Kubernetes deployment in Málaga is composed of 4 worker nodes, with one dedicated to storage, and all of which are managed by 3 master nodes. All the nodes are distributed in three different physical servers. This multi-master deployment is installed on a bare-metal structure that makes use of MetalLB [11] (an open-source load balancer that is specifically tailored for bare-metal deployments) along with a Nginx Ingress controller that implements the network interfaces in the load balancer and controls the access to the system. Direct access and management of the resources is performed through the Kubectl.

Due to security considerations, the cluster makes use of role-based access scheme (RBAC), which provides isolation between different users and reduces access to the minimum required for each user.

2.6.3 Athens Platform Kubernetes

The description of the Athens K8s cluster can also be found in D3.3, however, for coherence and clarity, a brief description of the cluster is described below.

The K8s cluster deployed in NCSR&D premises consists of three virtual machines, one master node and two worker nodes. Each node is equipped with 2 vCPUs and 4GB RAM. Access to the nodes is achieved through VPN connectivity and the overall setup of the cluster has been updated to K8s version 1.26. To enhance network connectivity, the cluster is equipped with Cilium, which provides flexibility through specific configurations and policies. Additionally, a NGINX Ingress Controller has been deployed, using the NodePort service exposure approach to route incoming requests to the services.

2.6.4 COSMOTE Platform Kubernetes

The Kubernetes cluster created for EVOLVED-5G project in COSMOTE is part of the Athens certification environment with the purpose of hosting various applications and services as necessary for the Network applications certification. The cluster architecture consists of a master node responsible for managing the cluster's control plane and two worker nodes that handle the execution of application workloads, the cluster's version is 1.25.6. Additionally, an extra virtual machine (VM) has been provisioned as a VPN server, allowing authorized personnel to securely access the cluster remotely.

In the current setup, the master node is equipped with 6 virtual CPUs (vCPUs), 12 GB of memory, and a 100 GB hard disk, ensuring sufficient resources for efficient orchestration of the cluster's operations. Each worker node has 16 GB of memory, enabling efficient execution and scaling of application workloads. Calico is utilized as the networking plugin, providing secure and scalable communication between pods and services within the cluster. The cluster was built using Rancher, a popular Kubernetes management platform that provides powerful tools and an intuitive user interface to simplify cluster creation, management, and monitoring. Rancher streamlines the deployment process and offers additional features for efficiently managing and operating Kubernetes clusters.
The cluster leverages Docker Engine as the container runtime, enabling the containerization and management of applications in Docker containers. Docker provides a consistent and isolated runtime environment, facilitating the packaging, distribution, and deployment of applications with ease and portability.

For monitoring the cluster's health and performance, Prometheus is implemented as the monitoring solution. Prometheus collects metrics and offers valuable insights into resource utilization, application performance, and cluster health, empowering proactive management and troubleshooting.

Future plans for the cluster involve scaling and expansion based on the evolving needs of the project. This can include adding more worker nodes to accommodate increased workload demands and considering the adoption of advanced Kubernetes features to enhance resilience and scalability.
3 Certification Tools

3.1 Software Quality Tools

3.1.1 NEF and CAPIF Services

During the certification process in the K8s cluster, the NEF Emulator component is deployed to enable Network Applications to undergo certification using the exposed services. One notable feature is the implementation of the logging service in the CAPIF Core Function (described later on). This API allows the NEF Emulator to push the consumed APIs by the Network Applications into the CCF’s database, facilitating assessment and evaluation.

Details about the implementation aspects of the NEF emulator are described in D3.1 and D3.3. Additionally, a comprehensive description of the NEF services be found in D4.1

Respectively, CAPIF has been thoroughly described in Deliverable 3.3 (section 6.1.3). The latest release of CAPIF Core Function tool includes new methods that are fundamental for certifying API usage during certification testing. Those methods are CAPIF Logging API Invocation API and CAPIF Auditing API.

CAPIF Logging API Invocation API allows API Exposing Functions to “Log” API invocations from API Invokers. These invocations can be logged individually or in groups. By using the Logging API, AEFs can register in CAPIF Core Function API invocations received from API Invokers, leaving evidence that the API Invokers are using exposed APIs properly.

EVOLVED-5G leverages these evidences for certifying the APIs exposed by NEF or TSN are being consumed by Network Applications being certified.

Both components, NEF Emulator and TSN Application Function have integrated CAPIF Logging capabilities, therefore, every time a Network Application uses any of the NEF Emulator or TSN AF exposed APIs in CAPIF, an API Invocation log is generated in CAPIF Core Function. These logs are used by EVOLVED-5G Certification pipeline as evidence proof of API consumption from the Network Applications.

Subsequently, for certifying the usage of network core APIs by a Network Application, an instance of the CAPIF [12] is deployed during the certification process. The network
core APIs that are discovered through CAPIF are the ones exposed by the NEF emulator (NEF services) and TSN Application Function (TSN services). The certification pipeline assesses the CAPIF deployment process and certifies the usage of NEF and TSN APIs using the information provided by API Logging capabilities of CAPIF Core Function.

3.1.2 TSN Services

For certifying the usage of deterministic communication in the Network Application, an instance of the TSN FrontEnd [13] is deployed during the certification process.

Considering that during certification the actual network infrastructure is not available, the TSN FrontEnd is configured in backend-less mode, this is, the frontend is ready for accepting configuration requests, however, these are not sent to the actual infrastructure and only pre-defined responses are returned by the API.

The TSN FrontEnd is integrated with the CAPIF framework in such way that information about every request received is recorded by using the logging APIs of CAPIF. This allows the certification pipeline to assess if the Network Application has sent the correct configuration requests to the TSN FrontEnd, ensuring the compatibility of the Network Application with the TSN Services.

3.2 SECURITY CERTIFICATION

As described in Deliverable 3.2 (section 3.2) several market tools have been selected to implement most of the tests required to assess the security certification. Security covers both the source of the Network Application and the binary images built of the Network Applications.

3.2.1 Static Code Analysis

The static code analysis is performed using SonarQube tools described in Deliverable 3.2, section 3.2.1. This tool provides a report of the issues detected that is integrated in the certification report:

SOURCE CODE STATIC ANALYSIS

Test Results

Test Description: SonarQube is a Code Quality Assurance tool that collects and analyzes source code, and provides reports for the code quality of your project. It combines static and dynamic analysis tools and enables quality to be measured continually over time.

Network App repository used for the analysis: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FogusNetApp
Branch used for the Analysis: evolved5g
Last Commit ID: 6af9b26e2b755bbd39660d2a1e9fffa95bc37557

The Source Code analysis has been performed using SonarQube version "8.3.0.34182"

Scan of fogusmetapp

Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Number of vulnerabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Information reported by SonarQube tool
The report shows the repository URL under certification, the branch used for the analysis and the last commit ID to precisely define the Source Code version under certification. SonarQube version is displayed, considering that this can be evolved over time, and the scan results are summarized in the table, with four different severity levels: blocker issues, critical, major and minor.

3.2.2 Source Code Security Analysis

After the Static Code Security analysis, a Source Code Security Analysis is performed using Trivy commercial tool. Trivy utilizes three severity levels to categorize issues detected: Critical, High and Medium. Critical issues are attached in the report with the information for the Developer to fix the issues if are to be identified and are available.

### SOURCE CODE SECURITY ANALYSIS

#### Test Results

**Test Description:** This test detects vulnerabilities in the source code of the Network App repo.

**Network App repository used for the analysis:** [https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/InfolysisNetApp](https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/InfolysisNetApp)

**Branch used for the Analysis:** evolvd5g

**Last Commit ID:** 5d252a2b6f5b44daa82d6bb2463b5088347810e

The security scan has been performed using Trivy version 0.35.0

#### Scan of repo: InfolysisNetApp

**Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Number of vulnerabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Source Code Security Analysis scan has found the following CRITICAL ISSUES:

#### Vulnerabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>PluginName</th>
<th>InstalledVersion</th>
<th>FixedVersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>CVE-2017-9621</td>
<td>Honouring template targets allows root access to execute arbitrary commands</td>
<td>honordown</td>
<td>1.17.0</td>
<td>&gt;= 2.3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>CVE-2017-9621</td>
<td>Honouring template targets allows root access to execute arbitrary commands</td>
<td>honordown</td>
<td>1.17.0</td>
<td>&gt;= 2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>CVE-2017-9621</td>
<td>Honouring template targets allows root access to execute arbitrary commands</td>
<td>honordown</td>
<td>1.17.0</td>
<td>&gt;= 2.3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 15: Information reported by Trivy tool

3.2.3 Source Code Secrets Leakage

After the Source Code Security analysis, a Source Code Secrets Leakage analysis is performed using Trivy commercial tool. Trivy is able to detect different leakage problems and report them. Critical issues are attached in the report with the information for the Developer to fix them. An indicative paradigm regarding the source code secrets leakage is presented in Figure 16 below.

#### Figure 16: Source Code Secrets Leakage
3.3 MARKETPLACE CERTIFICATION

3.3.1 Use Policy/Terms of service/ License files/ Open SourceScan Report

Before publishing a Network Application in the Marketplace, a License dependency scan is performed to identify all Licenses involved in the Product that will be commercialized in the Marketplace. For this purpose, Debricked tool has been selected to perform this analysis. Debricked tool was initially described in Deliverable 3.2 section 3.3.1.

Results of this analysis are integrated in the report for the Network Application with the purpose of informing the developer to attach the required license information to his product when publishing it in the Marketplace. A representative example of the aforementioned license dependency is illustrated in Figure 17.
OPEN SOURCE LICENSES REPORT

Analysys Results

Test Description: This test identifies the required licenses used in the Network App.

Network App repository used for the analysis: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FoquaNetApp

License provided for the Analysis: evolved5g

Last Commit ID: 6a9d43e2b75abbb2d89660d2e199ff400b3e3755

Licenses introduce a varying degree of conditions to be fulfilled for using the licensed software. Open Source licenses gives indeed many freedoms, but seldom completely unconditionally:

- Almost all licenses require you to attribute the distributed software with a copyright and a permission notice, sometimes in addition with the entire license text.
- Some licenses require you to publish the source code as well, which add work to ensure that you are in compliance with the license.
- Some licenses add rights and conditions beyond the copyright, such as on patents, trademarks, data, and privacy which may make it more difficult to altogether achieve compliance of a license.
- And to complicate things even further, some Open Source licenses have conditions which makes them incompatible with other Open Source licenses. This is most notably with the GPL license.

The licenses scan has been performed using Debrieked SaaS.

- Permissive licenses are just that, very permissive in what the user may do with the code, sometimes even to relicense the code, though they all have in common the condition that the copyright attribution and permission notice, sometimes the full license text, is maintained in the distribution of binary and/or source code.
- Strong copyleft license requires that other code that is used for adding, enhancing, and/or modifying the original work must inherit all the original work's license requirements such as to make the code publicly available.
- Weak copyleft licenses only requires that the source code of the original or modified work is made publicly available, other code that is used together with the work does not necessarily inherit the original work's license requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License Name</th>
<th>Families</th>
<th>Reproduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSD-2-Clause</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT-ML</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPL-2.0</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-2.0</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSD-3-Clause</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGPL-2.0</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPL-2.1</td>
<td>Weak copyleft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPL-3.0-only</td>
<td>Weak copyleft</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPL-2.0-only</td>
<td>Weak copyleft</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPL-3.0-only</td>
<td>Weak copyleft</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSF-2.0</td>
<td>Weak copyleft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Weak copyleft</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSD</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZPL-1.1</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZPL</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17: License analysis result provided by Debrieked tool

3.3.2 Valid Container Image and/or End-point details

After the Secret Leakage analysis and building the images of the Network Application that will undergo the certification process, the container images need to be analyzed. Source Code of the Network Application has been analyzed in the previous tests, but when building the container images, many other components are integrated into the image, and those components can be subject to also containing security vulnerabilities (libraries, Operative system...). The Image Security Analysis is performed using Trivy tool as well, and four categories of issues will be reported: Critical, High, Medium and Low issues. Again, for Critical issues, a full description is attached, the version of the
affected component is listed, and versions of the same component with the issue fixed are displayed if available, as shown in Figure 18.

**IMAGE SECURITY ANALYSIS OF netapppostgresql 3 / 3**

**Test Results**

Test Description: This test detects vulnerabilities in the Network App docker images built.

Network App image under study: netapppostgresql

Network App repository used for the analysis: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FogusNetApp

Branch used for the Analysis: evolved5g

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Number of vulnerabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Critical Vulnerabilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>PluginName</th>
<th>InstalledVersion</th>
<th>FixedVersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://x.org/xwin/res/cr/cr-2018-01205">http://x.org/xwin/res/cr/cr-2018-01205</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Docker Images Security Analysis has been completed successfully.

Information about high, medium, low and unknown issues can be found in the following link: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FogusNetApp/wiki/dockerhub.hi.net-evolved-5g-validation-fogusnetapp-fogusnetapp-netapppostgresql

*Figure 18: Container image issues reported by Trivy tool*
4 CERTIFICATION PROCESS

4.1 CERTIFICATION PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Certification Process was outlined in Deliverable D3.2 section 4.1. At that point, EVOLVED-5G was not mature enough to provide all details on the implementation of this process. In this deliverable, the information provided is much more detailed and elaborated as it goes hand in hand with the implementation of the Certification pipeline being also developed in the context of WP5, using the tools described in this deliverable.

The certification process is responsible for executing the tests that certify that Network Applications are compliant with the definition of an EVOLVED-5G Network Application. Criteria for certifying a Network App were already described in Deliverable 2.2 [14], and it is repeated here for facilitating the reader comprehension:

- The Network Application is secure
- The Network Application can be deployed in Cloud infrastructure
- The Network Application is Cloud Native
- The Network Application uses CAPIF APIs to Discover and Consume APIs
- The Network Application uses NEF APIs to interact with 5G Infrastructure

By definition, the design principles for the Certification Process can be listed as Repeatable, Deterministic, Traceable and Automated. These four principles make the Certification Process a tool that Network Application developers can use as many times as they need to complete the certification.

Updating the information provided in Deliverable 2.2, TSN Services have been added to the Certification Process elements, as TSN application Function has been developed inside the project (see section 3.1.2).
The starting point of the Certification Process is always a Validated Network Application. During Validation process, the Network Application image is uploaded to Open repository (Artifactory) in the Validation folder.

### 4.2 Certification Pipeline

The Certification Pipeline running in Jenkins is responsible to perform the Certification Process defined in EVOLVED-5G, as outlined in D3.2. It uses nested pipelines for some of the operations and both internal tools (Robot Framework) and external tools (Debricked, Trivy, Robot Framework) to perform some of the certification tests defined.

The Certification pipeline is summarized in Figure 20 where some of the steps have been updated in comparison with initial design in D3.2, due to the redefinition of some of them and the parallelization of some steps in the pipeline.

![Figure 20: View of the Certification Pipeline in executed Jenkins](image)

The full description of the implementation will be reflected in D5.6 by the end of the project.

![Figure 21: Certification Steps in the Pipeline to complete Network App Certification](image)

In the next two subsections, the certification steps listed in the above figure are outlined. The full description of the implementation will be reflected in D5.6 by the end of the project.
4.2.1 Network App steps

This section outlines the steps to be implemented in the Certification Pipeline to complete the Network App Certification. Some of the steps will run simultaneously as there are no dependencies between them.

**Step 1:** The first step includes a series of tests taking the Network App repository as input. These tests include the Static Code Analysis (described in subsection 3.2.1), Source Code Security Analysis (3.2.2), Source Code Secrets Leakage (3.2.3), Open-Source License Report (3.3.1) and finally the Network App is generated.

**Step 2:** After testing the source code, and with the Network App generated, it is time to analyze the Image for security issues. The Network App image includes not only the Network App source code analyzed in Step 1, but also many libraries and OS components that need to be analyzed as well. The Image Security analysis (section 3.3.2) is performed, and the open ports declared by the Network app are tested.

**Step 3:** With the certainty of a secured image of the Network App, the image is then uploaded to the AWS Docker Registry to make it available for the deployment phase (Step 4).

**Step 4:** Jenkins deploys the Network App in the selected environment for Certification (see section 2.6) from the AWS Docker Registry used in Step 3. Once deployed, the Network App will bootstrap and will start using CAPIF, NEF and TSN APIs. The usage of those APIs is registered using CAPIF Core Function tool and Jenkins will generate evidences of the APIs used during this phase.

**Step 5 and Step 6:** These steps will be exclusive for Certification, and the goal is to certify that the Network App is Cloud Native by scaling out the number of containers of the Network App and shrinking them. Kubernetes API will be used to verify that the containers expand and shrink properly.

**Step 7:** will offboard the Network App from CAPIF to finalize the usage of 5G capabilities from the platforms.

**Step 8:** Once offboarded from CAPIF, it is time to destroy the Network App and release the allocated resources for next executions of the Certification pipeline.

**Step 9:** Once all the tests are completed, Jenkins will take the JSON result files to generate the markdown files that finally are converted to PDF to be included in the Certification Report and will send this report to the Network app developer.

4.2.2 Certification Environment Steps

During Certification, Jenkins needs to prepare the environment deploying some tools for the Certification tests to work properly. The main environment related steps (Env steps) are described in this section.
Env Step A: Before starting any tests, Jenkins needs to certify that connectivity to the selected platform (Málaga, Athens) for Certification is working as many tests depend on this connectivity.

Env Step B: Connectivity is required but is not enough. Jenkins will execute a Performance Assessment experiment in the platforms to characterize the performance in which the tests will be executed. Specific thresholds will be defined for bandwidth and latency to guarantee that tests will be executed in an environment that is not restricting or affecting the tests results.

Env Step C: One of the components required to perform Network App tests is CAPIF Core Function. A clean deployment of CAPIF Core function will guarantee that CAPIF Core Function is not affected by previous interactions or behavior of other Network Apps.

Env Step D: The other two components required to perform Network App tests are NEF and TSN Services. Again, a clean deployment of NEF and TSN Services will guarantee that those services are not affected by previous interactions or behavior of other Network Apps.

Env Step E: NEF Services might require deploying some data to prepare the scenario simulated by NEF Emulator. If this data is needed, it will be uploaded to the NEF Emulator in this step.

Env Step F: As the CAPIF Core Function has been deployed in clean mode for testing, in order to guarantee that CAPIF Core Function APIs work properly, a set of functional tests will be executed using Robot Framework to certify that CAPIF Core Function APIs works properly.

Env Step G: Same approach is taken to test NEF and TSN tools after the clean deployment. Functional tests are executed to verify that the tools work properly.

Env Step H and I: After the Network App has interacted with CAPIF, NEF and TSN, and the Network App has been destroyed, we need to release the resources from NEF, TSN and CAPIF as well to clean the environment for future certifications.

After cleaning the environment, the Certification pipeline will terminate, and a new Certification can be launched to re-start the process with the same or different Network App.

4.3 Certification Report

The Certification Report is a PDF file generated for every Certification of a Network App that contains the results of the Certification tests executed over the Network App being certified. Upon successful completion, the Certification Report will contain a Fingerprint Unique ID that the developer is using for publishing the Network App in EVOLVED-5G Marketplace.

This Fingerprint ID is a unique ID generated by the Certification Pipeline that is stored in Artifactory along with the binary images of the Network Application that have been certified. This way the Network App developer, when publishing its Network App, must introduce this unique ID to refer to the Network App version certified, as described later in section 5.4.
The Certification Report is generated using markdown-pdf tool that converts markdown files into PDF. These markdown documents are generated using Jinja tool. For each Certification test, a JSON file is generated and stored in the Open Repository containing the result of the test.

The full chain of tools is showed in the following picture:

![Diagram showing the tool chain to generate Certification PDF Report](image)

**Figure 22: Tool chain to generate Certification PDF Report**

These JSON files are transformed into Markdown documents using JINJA templates. For example, for the JSON file from Figure 23, the following Jinja template generates the Markdown document for Sonarqube results:

```jinja
Jenkins 
Test Step
JSON File
JINJA Template
Markdown File
PDF Generator
PDF Page
```

**Figure 23: Fragment of JSON file generated for Sonarqube results**

These JSON files are transformed into Markdown documents using JINJA templates. For example, for the JSON file from Figure 23, the following Jinja template generates the Markdown document for Sonarqube results:
The result of this Jinja transformation is a Markdown document that shows the information to export into the PDF file of the Certification Report.

```
# SOURCE CODE STATIC ANALYSIS

Test Description: SonarQube is a Code Quality Assurance tool that collects and analyzes source code, and provides reports for the code quality of your project. It combines static and dynamic analysis tools and enables quality to be measured continually over time.

Network App repository used for the analysis: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FogusNetApp
Branch used for the Analysis: evolved5g
Last Commit Id: 1b6d46d6e0afcfb0f6b3a61d7eae763d64356c3420

The Source Code analysis has been performed using SonarQube version "8.3.0.34182"

```
When the Certification Process is completed, the Certification Report PDF is sent to the Developer via e-mail to the e-mail address configured when launching the Certification Pipeline.

Once the Developer gets the Certification Report with a Successful result, he or she can upload the Network App to the EVOLVED-5G Marketplace (using the Fingerprint Unique ID) that is described in next section.
5 MARKETPLACE

5.1 MARKETPLACE OVERVIEW/INTRO

The EVOLVED-5G Marketplace is an online, cross-industry API Marketplace that enables developers, entrepreneurs and businesses to come together to create, discover and integrate services by consuming the Network Apps that have been created in the EVOLVED-5G ecosystem.

The Marketplace platform also provides support to its users by means of a forum. The forum allows Network App creators, Network App consumers and visitors to ask questions and exchange knowledge with other marketplace users and get support from marketplace administrators.

In the EVOLVED-5G context we have identified as Network App creators the SMEs or individual Network App developers that implement and release them in the Marketplace. Network App consumers are SMEs that want to use the released Network Apps in order to provide a solution to their end customers.

The Marketplace targets four primary profiles. These profiles represent an approximation of a segment of the marketplace users: “Visitors”, “Network App creators”, “Network App consumers” and "Marketplace Administrators".

- “Visitors” interact for the first time with the EVOLVED-5G ecosystem and are able to understand the EVOLVED-5G offering and its value propositions. They can use the marketplace to explore the product catalogue, view promotional material related with each Network App, request support through the marketplace’s forum or seek technical advice in order to participate in the marketplace as a Network App creator or as a Network App consumer.
- On the other hand, “Network App creators” use the Marketplace as the last step in the life cycle of their Network App development. By registering, they can connect their certified Network App with the marketplace, upload marketing and branding material, use wizards to provide CPQ (Configure, Price, Quote) functionality and provide technical support for their users through online tutorials or the forum.
- “Network App consumers” are able to use the marketplace to “purchase” Network Apps, gaining access to their APIs and utilize them. A smart contract is responsible for storing the digital print of the purchase in Ethereum's distributed database. This blockchain transaction acts as a “proof of purchase” and will publicly exist even if the marketplace is no longer in place.
- Finally, “Marketplace Administrators” are responsible for all the administration tasks of the platform.

The Marketplace has been developed taking into account best practices from the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC [16]). SDLC is a set of steps used to create software applications. These steps divide the development process into tasks that can then be assigned, completed, and measured. In the upcoming sections we describe the design phase of the Marketplace (including planning, requirements collection, design and
prototyping), the development phase of the Marketplace (including architecture definition and actual implementation) and the deployment phase of the Marketplace (including the dockerization of all the components) to be available in the EVOLVED-5G OpenShift platform. Finally, we conclude with some screenshots that demonstrate how a Network App can be released to the Marketplace.

5.2 MARKETPLACE DESIGN

The Marketplace design phase included 2 phases: 1) Finalization of the requirements, and 2) Mockups creation.

5.2.1 Phase 1 - Finalization of the requirements

The Marketplace is a complex web application with the goal to support a community of different users (i.e., profiles as described in the previous section). During the requirements collection phase, the following steps have been finalized:

a) **Definition of the platform roles**: the different user profiles that the platform will support as described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Role name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Visitor</td>
<td>A user that visits Marketplace landing pages. (S)he can quickly understand how the Marketplace works and its value propositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Network App creators (SMEs / Developers)</td>
<td>A Network App creator can register to the marketplace in order to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- manage the Network App that he implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- release the Network App to the marketplace (make it public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- set pricing schemes for the Network App</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Network App consumers</td>
<td>A Network App consumer is an entity that uses the marketplace to buy one or more Network Apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Marketplace administrator</td>
<td>A Marketplace administrator has access to key performance indicators (KPIs) of the platform like:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>number of submitted Network Apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>number of purchased Network Apps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) **Definition of high-level functional areas**: that is high level categories of functionality that should exist in order to support the Marketplace’s scenarios of usage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Component / Functional Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Landing pages</td>
<td>The goal of these pages is for a user to easily understand what the Marketplace offers and how it works, as well as to start interacting with the platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Authentication / Authorization</td>
<td>Allow the user to login / register to the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Public Product catalogue</td>
<td>Allow the user to search/ view Network Apps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Network Apps management</td>
<td>Allow the user to manage (create/edit/delete) Network Apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Network Apps purchases</td>
<td>Allow the user to purchase Network Apps and select from different available pricing packages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Email notifications</td>
<td>The platform should be able to notify users about events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dashboards</td>
<td>Allow: - Network App creators to perform management and monitoring of Network Apps - Network App consumers to monitor Network Apps status- Marketplace administrators to view high level KPIs of the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Forum integration</td>
<td>The platform should provide support to its users by a forum. The forum will allow Network App creators, Network App consumers and Visitors ask questions and get support by other marketplace users and marketplace administrators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Blockchain integration</td>
<td>The platform should store a digital receipt of a Network App purchase to a blockchain network. The user will have access to this digital receipt in the Ethereum network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c) A set of user stories, for each of the roles above-mentioned. A user story is an informal, general explanation of a software feature written from the perspective of the end user. Its purpose is to articulate how a software feature will provide value for each of the aforementioned roles. For example, “a visitor should be able to search for Network Apps”, “a visitor should be able to view details of a specific Network App and understand its value propositions” etc.

d) A user interface flow diagram, which illustrates the interactions that users will have with the application. An example of the initial interface flow diagram that was created during this phase is provided below:

![User Interface Flow Diagram](image)

*Figure 28: Evolved-5G user interface flow chart that drove the creation of the mockups*

As depicted in the above figure when a user visits the EVOLVED-5G Marketplace portal and before registering or logging in he/she can browse through the contents of the portal and get some information about the EVOLVED-5G project vision and goal, read the Technical Documentation and How to ’s and even take a look in the product catalog to get some idea of the Network Apps already published in the Marketplace. After a visitor registers the Marketplace and logs-in he/she can selectively buy or sell a Network App.

5.2.2 Phase 2 - Mockups creation

Based on the requirements listed in the previous section, a set of mockups has been created. A mockup is a static design of a web page or application that features many of its final design elements but is not functional. The mockups have been created with the help of a popular online prototyping tool Adobe XD [17]. Adobe XD helps to craft prototypes that look and feel like the real thing, so that the user can communicate the
design vision and maintain alignment across teams efficiently. The creation of the mockups allowed feedback collection about the Marketplace, early in the process, and facilitated fast improvements, since changing a UI Component in a static mockup is much more efficient compared to making the change in the implemented version of each screen.

The following figure provides examples of the mockups that have been created in the online prototyping tool. A snapshot of all the mockups that have been created using Adobe XD which can also be accessed in the following url: https://xd.adobe.com/view/6cffe34c-ceb6-4ec8-9d53-8d7bc36b3bab-39ac/grid

![Examples of mockups that have been created in the online prototyping tool](image)

Figure 29: Examples of mockups that have been created in the online prototyping tool

![Example of mockup of the Welcome](image)

Figure 30: Example of mockup of the Welcome
5.3 MARKETPLACE IMPLEMENTATION
The functional areas defined in the previous development phases along with the user stories and the mockups allowed the technical team to define the overall architecture of the Marketplace and start the implementation.
In the following diagram the final high-level architecture of the Marketplace is shown.

![Diagram of high-level architecture of the Marketplace]

5.3.1 Marketplace web application
The Marketplace web application supports all the user scenarios for Visitors, Network App creators, Network App consumers and Marketplace Administrators. Additionally, it acts as an entry point to the Marketplace’s forum, where users can find support on various EVOLVED-5G topics. It is developed using Laravel [18], one of the most popular frameworks for building web applications, JavaScript Frameworks, VueJs [19] and CSS frameworks (Bootstrap [20] and Sass [21]). The storage layer was implemented in MySQL [22], a widely used relational database management system (RDBMS).
The Marketplace backend implements the integration with other Marketplace components like a) the TM forum server and b) the Ethereum transaction handler. Both are explained later in the chapter. The relevant repository can be found at https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/marketplace, and the production environment can be found at https://marketplace.evolved-5g.eu/

5.3.2 Marketplace forum
The Marketplace forum has been implemented using Discourse [23], an open-source, powerful platform for communities. A Discourse server has been initialized and its theme has been configured in order to match the branding of the EVOLVED-5G communities.
A Network App creator can use the forum in order to create topics about their Network Apps and to provide relevant support. Visitors of the EVOLVED-5G Marketplace can use the forum to understand how to build a Network App and to get relevant support. Finally, educational material can be found in the forum related with the “Community Accelerator“of EVOLVED-5G [24].

The online environment of the forum is available at https://forum.evolved-5g.eu/ and is integrated with the web application, that is, various screens in the web application point to relevant topics in the forum (e.g., when a user seeks for support for a specific Network App, or when a user needs to find out how to build a Network App).

5.3.3 ETH Transaction Sender / Blockchain integration

The blockchain integration in the Marketplace was driven by the need to create a digital signature of a purchase, when a Network App consumer purchases a Network App, and to store it in a public distributed database. This ledger acts as a “proof of purchase” and will exist publicly even if the Marketplace is no longer in place. The Ethereum Blockchain Network covers this need.

Every time a user buys a Network App via the Marketplace, a digital signature (hash string) is created. For example, the user with email “buyer@test.com” buys a Network
App with id “123”, that was created by the user “seller@test.com”. The digital signature is a hashed version of the string: “buyer@test.com-buyer@test.com-123”. This signature, after being hashed, is posted to the Ethereum Network.

5.3.4 How it works
An Ethereum Wallet (which belongs to Evolved-5G), is responsible for creating a new Blockchain Transaction. This Transaction has the digital signature of the purchase, as its Input Data

The transaction is posted to the Ethereum Blockchain Network and is visible to all, containing also the digital signature: For example, in the image below, one can see a transaction from the ETH testing blockchain network https://goerli.etherscan.io/tx/0x4b3d0095df6a9b8f6a6e396d258a7193b0b7cf0e0014e086f056eae63bfcc

If one clicks the “click to see more” field, they can view the “Input Data” field that contains the hashed version of the digital signature.
The Blockchain transaction consists of a transfer of Ethereum (0.00000001 ETH => 0.00001 EUR), using the same wallet as origin and destination. These wallets belong to and are controlled by the EVOLVED-5G Marketplace. At the end of the procedure, the wallet pays only the transaction costs, for creating and storing the transaction on the Blockchain Network. The pilot currently runs on the Goerli Test Ethereum Network, which is free. For the Smart Contract implementation, infura.io has been used, which is a 3rd party service that allows free requests to the Ethereum network for up to 100K requests/day.

5.3.5 TM forum integration

The purpose of the TM forum integration is to pilot how an integration can be achieved with TM Forum Open APIs. For this reason, the Product Catalogue Management API, TMF620-API [25] has been integrated to the Marketplace, which provides a standardized solution for adding products to a catalogue.

A TM Forum server [26] has been initialized and the Marketplace backend utilizes the forum server in order to a) store the categories of the Network Apps, and b) store pricing info about the Network Apps.
5.4 MARKETPLACE AND OPEN REPOSITORY INTEGRATION
The EVOLVED-5G Marketplace is the final destination of a Network App, for which the development lifecycle has ended. The Marketplace exposes a dockerized image of the Network App ensuring also that it has previously been certified. A Marketplace user is able to access this docker images, through the “My purchases section” by clicking the option “Download Docker Image” as demonstrated in the figure below:

![Image of My purchases]

*Figure 40: Users are able to download the Docker Images that they have purchased*

The distribution of a Network App through the Marketplace is realized through the implementation of the EVOLVED-5G Open Repository. The EVOLVED-5G Open Repository is based on the JFrog platform. JFrog facilitates the creation of software repositories hosting artifacts of various forms, including files, packages, containers etc. Thus, the integration of the Open Repository with the EVOLVED-5G framework is designed in two points: (i) certification process – Open Repository and (ii) Open Repository – Marketplace.

As described in Chapter 4, the certification process ends up with a certified Network App being uploaded to the Open Repository, in the specific catalogue of certified artifacts. At the same time, a certification report is produced by the process, which is also uploaded to the Open Repository. A Fingerprint unique ID of the Network App produced by hashing the certified Network App image is shared in the certification report. This way, a detailed certification report is ensured to refer to a specific Network App, and in particular to a specific version of the Network App. Any update of the Network App requires a fresh certification process that yields a new certification report. The diagram depicted in the following figure illustrates the mapping process of the Network App with its certificate.
The integration of the Open Repository with the Marketplace is illustrated in the above Figure 41, Mapping a Network App with its certificate. The product catalogue of the Marketplace lists all the Network Apps that have been certified and uploaded to the Marketplace. Each Network App is presented with additional descriptive information along with the relevant certification report. A Network App in the product catalogue is linked with the Open Repository with a URL corresponding to the Network App image. Both are provided by the Network App developer during the Network App creation wizard execution in the Marketplace platform.

5.4.1 Implementation

In order to support the Open Repository integration, the “Network App creation” wizard requires the following information to be entered by the Network App developer:

a) The Network App version, as depicted in the Figure below, during the first step of the wizard:
b) The GitHub URL of the Network App.
c) The Unique ID (fingerprint code) the developer has received from the Certification report.
Figure 43: A Network App developer provides the GitHub url of the Network app along with the Unique ID (fingerprint code) (s)he has received from the certification report

During this step the Marketplace will perform a request to the Open Repository in the background in order to make sure that the provided Fingerprint Unique ID matches the version of the deployed docker image.

5.5 MARKETPLACE DEPLOYMENT

The Marketplace is deployed in the OpenShift platform. For this purpose, all Marketplace components have been dockerized:


b) The blockchain component responsible for sending transactions to the Ethereum network (related repo: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/marketplace-blockchain-integration)


d) The Discourse Forum (related repo: https://github.com/discourse/discourse_docker) available at https://forum.evolved-5g.eu/
5.6 **NETWORK APP RELEASE TO MARKETPLACE**

“Network App creators” use the Marketplace as the last step in the life cycle of their Network App. Once registered to the platform, they can initialize a wizard to release the Network App to the Marketplace.

![Welcome screen](image)

*Figure 44: Welcome screen - The Network App creator is invited to start the wizard*

During the first step, the Network App’s basic details are provided, e.g., the Network App name, a short description, the category of the Network App etc.
### Service basic information/metadata

**Network App name**

SIEM 5G add on application

**About**

G add on for Security information and event management system

**Type of Network App**

- Standalone

**Category of Network App**

- Cyber security & cryptography

**Version**

3.0

**Add a tag**

Help your Network App be more distinguished so that it can be found easier. Add tag names that you want to characterize your Network App.

Add a tag

**URL Slug**

siem_5g_add_on_application

**View more (Marketing page) url site**

Do you have an external page/URL that demonstrates your NetApp (for example in your company’s website)? Paste it below:

**NetApp logo**

![NetApp logo](image-url)

Publish as:

- User
- Business/Organization

---

*Figure 45: Step 1: Network App creator adds basic information*
During the second step, the user must agree to the Marketplace policy/terms and conditions.

![Create new Network App](image)

*Figure 46: Step 2: Network app creator agrees to the privacy policy*

During the 3rd step, the Network App developer provides all the information required for the Marketplace - Open repository integration, as explained in chapter 5.4. Additionally, there is an option to upload a file that contains the Network App license information.
During the fourth step, the user provides information about the Network App. The goal is to provide a tutorial of usage, describing how someone can use the Network App.
Create new Network App

Tutorial
Please describe in detail your Network App.

Add a title:description here for the tutorial.

Make sure you present a list of the technologies that are used in your docker package.

Build your own tutorial editing the form below.

Drag and drop to upload
Maximum 1 MB size of File Upload

Figure 48: Step 4 - Network App creator adds a tutorial of how one can use the Network App
During the fifth step, the user provides pricing information about the Network App. Two options are available. In the “Once-off pricing” option, a customer pays a fixed amount in order to start using the Network App.

In the “pay as go” pricing scenario, a Network App creator can define a more flexible and detailed pricing plan. For example, API endpoints of the Network App can have a relevant cost each time they are consumed. In the screenshot below the Network App creator has created a pricing plan, where the first 100 calls to endpoint “/get-device-location” are free, and all of the upcoming calls have a fixed price of 0.005€ per call.
Finally, a Network App creator can save the Network App and switch its status from “Private” to “Public”. This action will make the Network App visible to the product catalogue of the Marketplace. A landing page of the Network App, displaying the Network App information (basic details, tutorials and pricing info), will also be available.
Figure 52: Network App is now available in the Product Catalogue
5.7 **NETWORK APP VERSIONING**

A Network App developer may release different versions of their Network App. These can exist as separate entries in the product catalogue of the Marketplace, each version having its own separate URL address. The version number is displayed in the Network app public page as depicted below.
To upload a new version, the developer has to launch the “Creation Wizard”, as explained in chapter 5.6, set the corresponding version and complete all the steps.

Different versions can co-exist in the product catalog or older ones can be deactivated by setting their status to “Not visible to the Marketplace” a
This deliverable has presented the work performed in the context of WP3, and more specifically, as part of task T3.4, during the full duration of WP3.

T3.4 designed and started the development of the marketplace and the specification of certification process that Network Apps will have to go through in order to be certified. A detailed description of the tools used to build this certification process and the development of the Marketplace has been provided.
EVOLVED-5G has selected best-in-class tools in each category for processing the Network Apps, scan the source code (Sonarqube and Trivy), scan the Network Apps images (Trivy, NMAP), analyse and identify Licenses dependencies (Debricked), etc.

Additionally, the project has developed specific tools for 5G integration such as NEF Emulator and TSN and the API framework to manage those tools like CAPIF Core Function tool.

Regarding next steps, these tools are being integrated in the context of WP5 tools, with special focus in Task 5.2 for Validation and Task 5.3 for Certification, where the Validation and Certification Pipelines are being implemented.

The results of using Validation and Certification pipelines with the Network Apps will be reported in deliverables from WP5 Network Apps D5.5 “Validation and onboarding to Open Repository (Final)” and D5.6 “Network Apps Certification and Release to Marketplace (Final)”.
6 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

This deliverable has presented the work performed in the context of WP3, and more specifically, as part of task T3.4, during the full duration of WP3.

T3.4 designed and started the development of the marketplace and the specification of certification process that Network Apps will have to go through in order to be certified. A detailed description of the tools used to build this certification process and the development of the marketplace has been provided.

EVOLVED-5G has selected best-in-class tools in each category for processing the Network Apps, scan the source code (Sonarqube and Trivy), scan the Network Apps images (Trivy, NMAP), analyse and identify Licenses dependencies (Debriked), etc.

Additionally, the project has developed specific tools for 5G integration such as NEF Emulator and TSN and the API framework to manage those tools like CAPIF Core Function tool.

Regarding next steps, these tools are being integrated in the context of WP5 tools, with special focus in Task 5.2 for Validation and Task 5.3 for Certification, where the Validation and Certification Pipelines are being implemented.

The results of using Validation and Certification pipelines with the Network Apps will be reported in deliverables from WP5 Network Apps D5.5 “Validation and onboarding to Open Repository (Final)” and D5.6 “Network Apps Certification and Release to Marketplace (Final)”. 
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